
FITMENT INSTRUCTIONS

This fitment instruction applies to:
GWM P-SERIES WITH SPORTSBAR

TONNEAU COVER

Clip on Tonneau cover fitment 
instructions for P-Series Double Cab 

fitted with sportsbar

Tool requirement for fitment:
Drill Bit 5mm
Pop Rivet Gun

Tonneau kit comprises: 1 x clip on Tonneau cover, 1 x front aluminium 
rail, 2 x short angled side rails, 2 x longer side rails, 1 x back rail, 2 x 
back corners, 2 x support braces, 4 x brace holders, 6 x clamps and 2 x 
end caps.

Place front rail evenly between the sportsbar (see also 
photo 3). The front edge flush with the outside edge of 
the loadbin. Drill 2 holes close to the outside edge of the 
aluminium rail then 2 extra holes evenly spaced between 
the two other holes.

Insert poprivet into newly drilled holes in front rail.

Fit the two small angled rails between the Sportsbar arms using 1 clamp per rail.

Fit two larger side rails on either side as per photo, again 
using 2 clamps per side.
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Slide cover into the front rail between the cab window 
and rollbar.

Pull cover towards the back. Before clipping into rail, close the bootties around the sportsbar poles using the velcro. 
Now centre the cover at the back and clip into the back rail first and then the side rails.

The cover can be rolled up carefully towards the front and using the straps and buckle can be tied if you need to load 
the area with higher items.

Warranty: The stitching is guarenteed for 6 months. Please only use Sunlight dish soap to wash the cover and 
Dubbin to polish. All car wash products and polishes should not be used on the tonneau cover, as well as, high 
pressure hoses and brushes. 

WE THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING A TAUNOTENT PRODUCT

Insert back rail which is attached to the back corners 
into the two side rails and tighten the screws. Insert the 
two support braces between the two outside back rails 
and push into the holders.


